
 
Clinical Support Unit Update 26/03/2020 : 

 
Inhaler Supply Issues 

 
 
Northumbria Primary Care Clinical Support Unit is receiving a lot of extra work regarding inhalers out of stock. 
Clenil, a well known preventer inhaler is currently in short supply and the manufacturer Chiesi has no 
confirmed date of resumption of supply. 
Apart from this many other inhaler brands are now in intermittent supply. 
 
I have attached a table of suitable equivalents (first preference) and another attachment of NICE guideline 
similar strength ICS  inhaler alternatives for our patients to use temporarily while their inhaler is out of stock 
with the attempt to not compromise their treatment plans.  
 
I understand how much demand there is on pharmacy and primary care resource at the moment so to make 
things simple and efficient for everyone please can we be informed of suitable alternatives using the chart 
attached as we do not know what stock you maintain in your dispensaries. 
 
If you have a script for an out of stock inhaler and require a new prescription you can contact our dedicated 
access line 01916911521 between 8am and 6pm Monday to Friday. When making the call we will need the 
suitable alternative proposed from the pharmacist and a new Acute short term script will be facilitated. All 
scripts will be EPS wherever possible to minimise contact. 
 
Patients are reminded to view inhaler demonstration videos via www.rightbreathe.com (available also on iOS 
and Android) as traditional counselling is not possible at the moment. 
 
Please do not refer patients back to the surgery to arrange an alternative prescription for inhalers as this not 
appropriate and currently not safe. 
 
The best example I would like to share since this shortage began was the busy team at Boots in Cramlington 
who when receiving their daily collection prescriptions create a list of patients requiring alternatives. They 
email this across via nhs.net and our technicians process the requests and send back to them within normal 
timescales. 
 
I hope this clarifies the plan proposed during these extra ordinary circumstances. 
 
Kind regards, 
 
Omar Ahmad 
Lead Clinical Pharmacist  
 
 
 

Ponteland Medical Group, Haydon Bridge & Allendale Medical Practice, 
Cramlington Medical Group, Elsdon Avenue Surgery, 49 Marine Avenue Surgery, 

Spring Terrace Health Centre, The Rothbury Practice 
 

Also supporting Alnwick Medical Group 
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